Trump trash talk draws jeers, voters

Talking points
1. What did Donald Trump’s say about Sen. John McCain, R-Arizona?
2. What are these cartoonists saying about Trump?
3. What did Republican leaders say about Trump after he called many Mexicans crossing the border rapists and drug dealers?
4. What did those leaders say when he criticized McCain?
5. Why is Trump still gaining support among Republican voters after his controversial statements?

Between the lines
“He’s not a war hero. He’s a war hero because he was captured? I like people that weren’t captured.” - Donald Trump

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/07/20/what-donald-trump-was-up-to-while-john-mccain-was-suffering-as-a-prisoner-of-war/

Additional resources
More by Nate Beeler
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/BeelerN

More by Bruce Plante
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoonist/profile.cfm/PlantB/
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